
Practical approaches to the celebration of Holy
Communion

These questions may seem very prhctical and you may be wondering why we begin here.
But practice reveals theology and is a useful place to begin our discussion. Just record
what you do, even if you don't fully understand the reasons why.

1. Which local church in Oadby are you describing?
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2. What do you call the service at which communion is shared and how often is it
celebrated?
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3. Who leads the worship, or presides, at the celebration of communion? Who assists
them? How are they authorised to do this?
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4. In what forms are the bread and wine (e.9. wafers, loaf, alcoholic, non-alcoholic,
one cup, many cups etc.)
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5. Who is allowed or encouraged to receive communion? Cyeq s|rn%C
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6. How does the church respond to children or visitors at communion?
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7. What happens to any remaining consecrated elements? (ls it consumed, disposed
of, reserved, used in Benediction or Home Communion etc?)
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8. ls there anything else that you want to say?
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